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Do the advantage of the outweigh the disadvantage; Discuss the advantages and disadvantages and give your own opinion. Ví dụ
1:.. Anas Metwelly. Layout and Design. Patrick Boylan ... Now, go back to the essay about “The Advantages and Disadvantages
of Mobile. Phones”. Then, in small .... An essay questions for ielts advantages and very advanced writing for writing skills. Band
9 answer structure essay sample questions normally give you need to .... Advantage Disadvantage Essay: One type of essay that
you may get in the test is to discuss the merits and drawbacks of a certain issue. This IELTS Lesson is on .... Below is an IELTS
advantage / disadvantage model essay about having one ... Please advise if we should always write 'outline statement' in
Introduction .... Before you can write an advantages and disadvantages essay, you ... next thing you will need to do is outline
your essay and eventually write it.. In this lesson you will learn how to produce a band 9 answer for advantages & disadvantages
essay in IELTS Writing. ... Basically, in all advantages and disadvantages essays your task is to describe positive and negative
sides of a given topic + give your opinion. ... IELTS advantages & .... Fill in the outline at the bottom of the page to show the
order of advantages and disadvantages in your essay. Will I discuss advantages or disadvantages first?. The best structure you
can use for this type of essay is: Introduction. Paraphrase the Question Outline the sentence. Body Paragraph 1
(Advantages)Topic of the .... Look at the outline of the essay you have just read. The arguments in the two paragraphs have
been messed up. Put them in the right order. Introduction – people .... PTE EXPERTS. Template designed and written by: Indra
Adhikari. Essay Template 1: Advantages and Disadvantages/ Discussion. (Introduction). The topic of .... - Summarize the main
points. - Add your opinion about the topic. -use to sum up, in conclusion...etc. to introduce the conclusion. -use in my opinion, I
would say...etc. to state your personal opinion.. The introduction to an IELTS advantages and disadvantages essay should have a
simple 2 or 3 part structure .... The outline or plan for this essay could look like this: Paragraph 1: Introduction. Paragraph 2:
Advantages for young people working abroad.. It might be challenging to choose a topic for advantages and disadvantages
essays. Check out some great ideas in this helpful article.. This IELTS advantages and disadvantages essay lesson will look at
each of the question types and suggest a ... Sentence 2- Outline sentence.. Advantages Disadvantages Essays require well thought
outline and very advanced writing skills. Hence, they are normally given as the IELTS Writing Task 2 .... Level: ISE II. Focus:
Task 4 — Extended writing. Aims: To write an essay on the advantages and disadvantages of using mobile phones and also give
an opinion.. For example, using words like outweigh, balance out, compensate for, exceed and make up for. Another possible
way to structure your advantage/disadvantage essay is this; You may want to add paragraphs to explain further advantages or
disadvantages, but there should be only one main idea in each main body paragraph.. Do you want to learn how to create an
advantages/disadvantages essay worthy of a high band ... It outlines 7 ways that students can write introductions that gra.
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